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Yvonna, our eight children, their children, their children’s
children, and all those outdoors persons of my family to
follow in the years to come.
As always is the case, I also dedicate my works to all those
would-be fellow military veterans who sacrificed their lives and
unknown future opportunities and accomplishments. It is because
of them that I continue to have the opportunity to freely express
my thoughts both orally and via the written word.
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Introduction

O

n the surface, as indicated by its title, this book appears
to be just another book of the autobiography/memoir
genre. Closer examination reveals its true character.
“PASS IT ON” has always been my motto. This highly informative and inspiring book is part of the end-product of this effort
and also attempts to fulfill my last personal objective. This never
ending task, probably my most challenging and significant, is
to do everything in my power to inspire and encourage others,
young and old alike and of both sexes, to realize the true meanings, significance, and understanding of the outdoor learning

The author at obscure marker #16 on the Cadillac to Traverse City
Old Indian Trail.
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experience. This book is one of my tools used to accomplish
this mission.
Every outdoorsman who has spent as much time as I have
in the woods, swamps, fields, and on the water has had unique
and memorable experiences. The accumulated impacts of these
experiences and Lessons Learned are what defines a true seasoned-veteran of the outdoors. Unfortunately, in most cases, this
hard-earned personal knowledge is usually lost to time until history repeats itself through the eyes and ears of another outdoorsman. Often, these Lessons Learned are again lost and the cycle
continues. The most unusual encounters often never repeat!
I have been blessed to have had the opportunity to realize the
excitement of some truly unique outdoor gathering, fishing, and
animal encounter experiences over the past half-century. I have
further been blessed with the abilities to rationally analyze and
effectively communicate these experiences and this knowledge,
both orally and via the written word. You will notice a high level
of detail in my presentations on adventures that I experienced
years ago. Engineers and outdoor writers have one thing in
common. They both are habitual information log keepers. Being
from both disciplines, I have a double-dose of log keeping tendencies! In an effort to preserve for my family and others these
interesting, informative, and thought-provoking snap-shots of
my most special times spent in the outdoors, I present this book.
Using the outdoors as my primary stress reliever and motivational stimulus, I have achieved many personal and professional objectives during my lifetime. This book, like my first
book entitled Fifty Years of Deer-Stand Reflections, a Memoir
of a Michigan Master Deer Hunter released in print late in
2011 and as an E-book in 2012 and my next book Fifty years of
Memorable Hunting Experiences: Lessons Learned of a Michigan Outdoorsman to be released in 2014, are more than just
a trilogy of books! These “outdoor accessories” are specially
designed and intended to be read while quietly sitting alone
in the soothing forest or reading anywhere you choose while
actually in the outdoors where unencumbered thought is most
likely. Please consider these informative books as being “silent
2
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outdoor companions” that also offer a rare and personal look
into the heart and mind of a seasoned Michigan outdoorsman.
The Chapters in each Section of this book are comprised of
multiple true stories and detailed accounts of my most unique
experiences gathering, fishing, and observing wildlife in the
great state of Michigan and elsewhere from a sportsman’s perspective. These accounts and stories are presented in short, easy
to digest and ponder paragraphs with appropriate supporting
photo-illustrations and captions.
NOTE: The italicized Lessons Learned, TIPS, and
NOTES are displayed within or between paragraphs and
separated to highlight them and gain the special attention
of the reader. This unique presentation technique allows
the reader to easily read, learn from, and enjoy my book
without significantly detracting from the true visual and
audible realization of the natural surroundings in the outdoors like other “normal” books tend to do. Please pay
particular attention to these italicized sections, pause from
further reading, consciously gaze upon your natural surroundings, and ponder these italicized statements found
throughout my book. By doing so you will be constantly
aware of wildlife activities in your surroundings and may
also possibly avoid some of the many mistakes I have made
during my own outdoor-learning quests. This specialized
design format is particularly useful for hunters and stationary wildlife observers while in the field.

The healing and rejuvenating time spent in the soothing
solitude of the outdoors is truly a wondrous, insightful, and productive experience for hunters and non-hunter outdoors-persons
alike. We can all share equally the bounties and beauty of nature
in our own special ways. This book also may help, through
unconstrained and unbiased comments and thoughts on the
subjects and accounts presented, better educate the non-hunting
public concerning the inherent value and benefits of recreational
gathering, fishing, and conscientious hunting as viable and necessary wild resource management tools.
3
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Typical of many older seasoned outdoors-persons, I have
had literally thousands of outdoor experiences and have learned
many things. Of the hundreds of my most memorable experiences, I have selected those most interesting, informative, and
appropriate for presentation. Like my first book, some of this
information is comprised of selected portions of updated published and unpublished magazine articles that I have written on a
variety of outdoor-related subjects over the past thirty-five years
as a freelance outdoor writer. Artfully combined, organized, and
integrated, these writings convey some of the messages, true
experiences, and Lessons Learned derived from my continuing
outdoor-learning journey.
It is my sincere hope that my writings will help ignite the
flame in the hearts and minds of the reader of the same deep
appreciation, respect, and love for the outdoors and its wild inhabitants that I have. I’m sure that you will indeed find this book
interesting, informative, and thought-provoking. Travel with me
now as I relate my experiences and Lessons Learned during some
of my most memorable gathering, fishing, and wildlife observation journeys. I wish you good fortune in your own outdoorlearning quests!
Joe Lunkas
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Section I

Gathering Lessons
and Adventures

G

athering activities have been with us since mankind’s
beginning. Our red brothers and early European ancestors relied heavily on what they could hunt, catch, grow,
or forage to get their family groups through the long winters.
Their successes in these endeavors are reflected in the fact that
we and our great society are still here and continue to prosper
today. Gathering activities have always played a significant role
in our success and remind us that, in spite of our technological
advances, we are still tied to and dependent on our natural environment and circumstances for continued survival as a species.
In our economically developed world, some of us still gather
Nature’s bounty more out of choice than necessity. Many lessfortunate subsistence peoples in economically undeveloped
countries, as well as individuals in geographically remote or
economically depressed areas in our own United States of
America, still find it necessary to gather natural resources to
survive. In our fast-paced and ever-changing world, the fine
lines of demarcation between these economic circumstance
extremes are tenuous at best. Effective gathering skills must be
preserved and nurtured!
Lesson LEARNED: In these times of tight family budgets,
the gathering of mushrooms (very expensive to buy), leeks
(adds wonderful flavor and zest to meats, potatoes, and
vegetables), nuts (have you priced nuts lately?), and berries
5
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(not cheap anymore!) are more than worth the effort. Combine these foraging activities with the family enjoyment of
the outdoor bonding experience, and gathering is as necessary as it always has been. Ponder the truth of these sobering facts while in the healing and rejuvenating solitude of
the wild outdoors!

We all as members of the human species also gather or
collect non-edible “things”, just because they are interesting,
unusual, or just simply pretty. This is just one, God-given, distinctly human characteristic that sets us apart from the wild
creatures that provide us sustenance, challenge, and share the
great outdoors with us. Some of these interesting gathering
activities are included in this section.
As a recognized life-long gatherer, the following chapters
and stories for this first section deal with activities you will
find interesting, informative, and entertaining. Some chapters
include previously published and unpublished informative gathering articles I wrote in recent years for Woods-n-Water News,
Michigan’s premier outdoor publication. These unusual incidents and stories reflect some of the true and most memorable
experiences I have had over the years as a seasoned Michigan
gatherer-outdoorsman. Travel with me now as we begin our
journey with some of my favorite spring gathering favorites.

6

Chapter 1

Spring Gathering Favorites

S

pring is a glorious time of the year for gatherers! In Michigan after a long winter of cold and deep snow, heavy clothing, snowshoes, and ice fishing gear are exchanged for
light-weight clothing, good hiking boots, and gathering bags.
As we scour the fields and woodlands for Nature’s bounty our
attentions are focused on various edible mushrooms and plants.
My personal favorites are morels, oyster mushrooms, and leeks.

The elusive morel is the prime target for spring Michigan gatherers.
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Our outdoor gathering learning journey begins with an article
I authored entitled MORELS! Published in the April 2008 edition of Michigan’s Woods-n-Water News, this article presents
the basics for gathering this forest delicacy. The edited version
of this article follows.

Morels!
For many Michigan outdoors-persons, few single words evoke
so much excitement and anticipation in the spring as the word
MOREL. As a confirmed obsessive-compulsive hunter, fisherman, gatherer, and mushroom hunter, it was not by chance
that, upon my “retirement” from the GM engineering world
in November of 2007, my wife and I elected to relocate to the
Mesick area in beautiful Wexford County Michigan. In addition
to abundant fishing and hunting opportunities, the pleasant small
town of Mesick is the recognized morel mushroom capital of
Michigan! This hilly, forested, and almost mountainous area of
Michigan creates perfect mushroom habitat. For over fifty years,
Mesick has hosted a popular mushroom festival around Mother’s
Day each spring. Northern Michigan’s Boyne City has hosted
another mushroom festival annually, usually just after the Mesick
Mushroom Festival, for the past fifty years as well. Check on-line
for details about these “must see and experience” fun events.
Originally a “Down-Stater” or “fudgie” residing in the Livingston County area of southern Lower Michigan, I began my
prolific mushroom hunting career years ago after stumbling over
numerous morels and puffballs during deer scouting and turkey
hunting excursions. One taste of these forest delicacies sautéed
in real butter, along with tender venison steak, and I was hopelessly hooked!
At this writing, snow still blankets the northern Michigan
woodlands. As I sit in my portable ice shanty constantly jigging for slab-sized bluegills, perch and specks on nearby Lake
Cadillac, my thoughts wander through the mushroom woods.
Dam#$!!, I just missed another bite!
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Lesson LEARNED: Concentrate on what you are doing
while in the out-of-doors. While hunting, gathering or fishing, you may have only a single opportunity to take advantage of. Danger is also a constant companion. Stay focused!

I am truly looking forward to this spring in the northern
Michigan mushroom woods! For those beginning and novice
mushroom hunters similarly afflicted, I offer some instructional
food for thought.

The Elusive Morel—LEARN TO
PROPERLY IDENTIFY MUSHROOMS!
Morels and other mushrooms are fungi and some fungi can be
hazardous to your health if eaten or even touched! Fortunately,
morels have physical appearance characteristics that make them
fairly easy to distinguish from most other mushrooms. The
deeply pitted, oval to conical, black to nearly white or yellowish
brown to dark gray cap, with a lighter hollow cylindrical stem
or hollow expanded base section are unique “good” morel characteristics.
NOTE: There are two notable exceptions. The early morel
and the bell morel, often referred to as “false” morels,
have distinctive separate bell-shaped, also deeply pitted
caps attached like a parasol to the tip section of a separate
often long slender stalk.

“False” morels can be additionally identified and distinguished from “good” morels in two other ways. First, examine
the exterior of the morel. The conical to round, irregularly pitted
cap of the “good” morel is continuous with the stalk at the base
of the cap creating one single module. The second test involves
cutting the base of the stalk off at ground level and simply looking through the bottom of the cut stalk of the mushroom or looking at a cut cross section of the morel.
Lesson LEARNED: Concerning “good” morels, there
should be one single cavity from the base of the stalk to the
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tip of the cap. The general rule is: “If the interior of the
stalk and cap IS NOT one single cavity, DO NOT EAT IT”.

“Good” morels as well as “false” morels may both have
multiple clustered stalks, but the separate cap chamber and
the separate hollow stalk chamber, often stuffed with cottony
threads, are positive indicators concerning the identity of the
“false” morel. Most “false” morels appear early in the season
along with the popular black morels. Although some people
seem to be initially unaffected by eating “false” morels, the
gastrointestinal ill effects often eventually set in after repeated
consumption of these mushrooms. The toxins contained in these
mushrooms are stored cumulatively over time in the body. It
often takes YEARS of consumption for ill effects to set in! Every
person’s tolerances to these toxins are different.
Lesson painfully LEARNED: It is best to AVOID THESE
MORELS! Although adverse physical reactions from consuming “false” morels are not likely to kill you, the stomach cramps, painful joints, fever, and associated nausea is
indeed NOT a pleasant experience!

There is another caution to note in reference to the popular
black morels found predominantly in forested areas in northern
Michigan. Black morels are considered by many to be our best
edible mushrooms.
Lesson LEARNED: Older and over mature specimens are
much darker black in appearance and MAY also cause gastrointestinal distress when eaten, especially when combined
with alcoholic beverages. Exercise caution when gathering
black morels and avoid picking the older, darker specimens.
It is best to leave these specimens for “seed” to produce
morels for future years of gathering.

Black morels are often hard to spot on the leafy forest floor
as their caps often barely poke their heads above the leaf litter.
The larger and safer white or tan morels that appear later in the
spring around Mother’s Day are much easier to spot and are the
morels I prefer to gather.
10
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TIP: For more information on positive identification of
“good” morels and other edible fungi, I strongly suggest
that you obtain a copy of A Field Guide to Mushrooms of
North America by Kent H. McKnight and Vera B. McKnight.

This excellent publication is part of the Peterson Field Guide
Series and offers a wealth of information and superb full color
illustrations for novice as well as seasoned mushroom hunters.
This field guide is also compact enough to be carried afield for
on-the-spot reference.

Gearing Up for Morel Hunting
The basic equipment of the mushroom hunter is very simple
but needs to be discussed to ensure a pleasant excursion. Unless
you plan on simply driving back roads and checking likely spots
close to the roadway, dress appropriately!
Lesson LEARNED: BE PREPARED FOR LOTS OF WALKING OVER HILL AND DALE! Dress in comfortable, loosefitting clothing. You will be stooping and kneeling down
frequently as you harvest morels. Wear sturdy, comfortable,
well broken in, and waterproof footgear for traversing
sloped terrain and wet areas. If you wear glasses, use antfog solution on your lenses. The mushroom woods are often
damp and steamy! A brimmed hat will shield your eyes from
the sun and rain as you continually scan the forest floor for
morels. The hat also helps your body retain body heat on
cool days thus requiring less clothing.

Add to your “must have” list a small folding pocket knife
for cutting morels off close to the ground, a medium sized nylon
mesh collecting sack, and a stout walking stick for steadying
yourself on hills and pushing aside leaves and other plants to
expose hidden morels. Also carry a compass, and a signaling
whistle and you are ready to go.
Lesson LEARNED: ALWAYS carry a compass! The need
for a compass or, better yet, GPS unit is obvious. You
always need to know how to get back to your starting point
11
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as you aimlessly search for morels in often new and expansive territories characteristic of northern Michigan. The
signal whistle is needed to keep track of the general location of companion gatherers or to summon help if you need
it. A cell phone is nice, IF you can establish a connection!
NOTE: Wal-Mart carries, in their camping section, a neat
yellow plastic combination whistle/compass/thermometer/
key ring for around three bucks that must have been
designed by a mushroom hunter!

On longer excursions a small backpack is in order. Keep
it light and simple. I usually pack a compressible down vest
or folding rain poncho (depending on weather), water bottle,
energy snacks, L.E.D headband light for late treks out of the
woods, extra nylon meshed collection bags, a small digital camera, a cell phone, a hand held GPS unit, and a pocket-sized log
book to pinpoint and record the locations of morel “hotspots” as
you wander to and fro through the woodlands.
My “walking stick” is a cherished five-foot hickory stick
I cut and used when I broke my foot nearly twenty-five years
ago. You can’t keep an old mushroom hunter out of the woods!
In past years, I inserted a threaded stud in the butt end of my
stick to serve as a portable camera mount when taking self-timer
photos of myself and my trophy morels in the woods. I’ve run
across some commercially manufactured walking sticks with a
compass imbedded in the top of the stick which were probably
designed by a mushroom hunter. Somewhere in my pack I often
include a small pruning saw and reflective trail tacks for preparing and inconspicuously “marking” potential bow hunting deer
stand locations. I am ALWAYS post and pre-season scouting for
deer! You are now ready to hit the mushroom woods!

Where, When, and What
to Look For When Seeking Morels
Morels, especially the white and tan varieties, and other edible
fungi are widespread throughout Michigan. The popular black
12
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morel is most common throughout northern Michigan hardwood forests.
TIP: Black morels are often found in disturbed soils and
burned areas particularly during the early spring of the
first year after a burn in the charred, carbon- rich soils.

The white and tan morels are the latest morels to fruit.
Where black, tan, and white morels coexist they are often found
scattered in small clusters on the ground in forests near standing
and decaying elm, ash, apple, and maple “host” trees.
NOTE: Morels are unpredictable and are sometimes found
near dying trees of all species! I always inspect the area
around any dying tree.

In recent years, our forests continue to suffer from the
onslaught of invasive insect species and diseases like the emerald ash borer beetle and Dutch elm disease. Both scourges
create prime morel-producing host trees. As the root systems
of the individual trees decay morels MAY thrive. This is small
compensation for the devastating economic and aesthetic effects
these infestations and others potentially to come will have on
our forests and forestry industries.
NOTE: Be a responsible steward of our forests and comply with all firewood transportation bans! Unintentional
human dispersion of these damaging insect species is a
main factor in the spread of these damaging infestations.

In the meantime, keep an eye on these potential hot spots
over the next few seasons. An individual host tree will normally
produce for two to five seasons. Morel growth is anything but
normal or predictable. I call it Morel Magic! It takes a very
unique and complex combination of temperature, soil moisture content, environmental, and chemical variables to produce
morels. So complex is this equation that, even with our modern
technologies, commercial production of morels has been marginal at best. White and tan morels are also frequently found
in grassy places, old apple orchards, cow pastures, and even in
13
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your own back yards! Like their black morel cousins, white and
tan morels are often abundant in disturbed or burnt-over soil
the first year following the burn. Consider these factors on your
next outing.
TIP: Perhaps the best way to get into mushrooming is to
first go gathering with an experienced picker.

With the going market price for fresh picked morels upwards
of forty dollars per pound, most morel addicts are extremely
secretive about their favorite locations. With a little “begging
and pleading”, you MAY convince one of these woods-wise
“creatures” to allow you to “tag along”. If you promise NOT to
ever return to this particular location on your own and agree to
be transported to and from the woods blindfolded, you MAY get
some first-hand instruction!
As an alternative, I’ve heard that a number of private landowners in northern Michigan offer morel hunting on their private lands for a fee. I’m sure that they offer some “in the woods”
instruction. Check with local Chambers of Commerce or online for details. It takes practice to develop an eye for spotting
morels, especially black morels concealed on the leafy forest
floor. With a little practice, you will persevere! Good Mushroom
Hunting and Gathering!
This next edited article I wrote, entitled Strategies for Finding Morel Mushrooms, was featured in the May 2009 edition of
Woods-n-Water News, Michigan’s premier outdoor publication.
You can never have too much information about hunting strategies for finding the elusive morel mushroom! This informative
edited article follows.

Strategies for Finding Morel Mushrooms
There are many reasons for being in the Michigan Spring woods
but few pursuits cure a bad case of the “winter doldrums” better
than mushroom hunting. Although reason enough to spend quality time outdoors, hunting the elusive morel mushroom blends
14
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nicely with post-season deer scouting. Last season’s deer trails,
scrapes, droppings, occasional dropped sheds and rub lines are
clearly visible on the forest floor. These signs provide valuable
insights for the serious deer hunter concerning this season’s
potential hotspots.
Combining this information with previous season’s in-season
observances, projected food source availabilities, resident deer
herd characteristics, and intrusion factors of other hunters in the
area often gives the hunter the “competitive edge” over other
deer hunters. Properly utilizing this advantage, hunting in the
right areas, a healthy dose of common sense, and luck are often
needed to consistently harvest trophy bucks. Read my first book,
entitled Fifty Years of Deer-Stand Reflections, A Memoir of a
Michigan Master Deer Hunter, for additional information on
this subject.
Mushroom hunting coincides with pre-season scouting for
wild turkey and continues through Michigan’s spring turkey
seasons. Morels and turkey sign seem to coexist on southfacing slopes and near dead and dying elm, ash and apple trees
as well as on the edges of clear-cuts, poplar stands and logging
roads. Fortunately turkeys don’t appear to eat morels but rather
are seeking bugs, seeds and sandy gravels that are often found
in these areas. The sharp eyes of mushroom hunters pick up
and digest all this information and file it away for future use.
Successful hunters of all types and species are opportunists by
nature!
Michigan’s trout season opener the last Saturday in April
also falls during the traditional season of “morel madness”
throughout Northern Michigan. Morels and fresh-caught stream
brook and brown trout complement each other nicely in the buttered frying pan! Our many miles of trout streams provide travel
corridors for many wildlife species and often create excellent
mushroom habitat. I will offer more on this subject later.
I am fortunate, by choice, to live within five miles of Mesick,
Michigan which many consider the mushroom capital of our
state. Each Spring the morel mushroom draws mushroom seekers from far and wide to the hundreds of square miles of Federal
15
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and State lands that seem to feature “just the right” combination
of moisture, ground temperature and tree species conducive to
black, tan and white morel mushroom production. Mesick is a
popular destination around Mother’s Day each year due to the
Mesick Mushroom Festival and the numerous roadside stands
along highways M115 and M37 toward Frankfort and Traverse
City selling morel mushrooms.
Successful mushroom harvesting requires basic knowledge
of mushroom growth requirements, a sharp eye, and a bit of
“old-fashioned luck”. As is the case with all hunting endeavors,
being in the “right place at the right time” is the key to success.
Although the elusive morels often “don’t follow the rules”,
there are guidelines that greatly enhance your odds of success.
The following recommendations, tips, and strategies I offer are
based on my many years (not enough yet!) of mushroom hunting experience throughout this great state of Michigan.

Strategy One
Search in the right areas with the optimal ground conditions.
Concentrating in areas with the right soil composition, tree species, soil temperature, and moisture content is critical to success. Timing of your hunts needs to be based on these variables
rather than a particular date on the calendar. In areas of Northern Michigan where the black morel ranges, they can be found
just after the snow melts in areas where the ground temperature
at four inches below the surface has reached forty-seven to fiftyfive degrees F.
TIP: Ground temperature can easily be measured with a
basic cooking-type probe thermometer. After insertion of
the thermometer spike into the ground, wait five minutes
to take the reading. Ground temperature can vary significantly within a small area depending on the soil type, biomass content, moisture content, and sun exposure.
Lesson LEARNED: Generally, south-facing slopes with
sandy loam type soils are the first to warm and should be
concentrated on during the early season. Start searching
16
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on the cooler north-facing slopes for morels as the season
wanes. Be vigilant!

The early black morel can be difficult at best to spot. Often,
only the very tip of the mushroom head is visible poking through
the leaf litter. Sometimes in a known black morel haunt it may
be necessary to carefully peel back the loose layers of leaf litter
with your walking stick to expose these smaller prizes of the
morel family which some claim to be the best tasting. Morels
generally hate clay and water saturated areas. Oak and some
hardwood stands in general, but NOT always, have soil that is
too acidic for morels. Dying specimens of host trees and their
decaying root systems should ALWAYS be investigated! Concentrate on areas with stands of aspen, ash, wild cherry, poplar, elm,
and tag alder with well-drained but not overly sandy type soils.
These soils are often too dry for morels. Old apple orchards with
dead or dying trees are often hotspots for morels seeking the
essential nutrients produced by the decomposing root systems.
TIP: Imagine the drip line which is the width of the tree’s
original crown and the corresponding furthest extent of the
root system when it was a healthy tree. Carefully search
the area between the drip line and the tree trunk of each
candidate tree, especially on the south-facing side. When
prospecting a new area focus on the dead and dying trees
first as you are working the area.

Strategy Two
Seek out areas of recent ground disruption created by selective
cut and clear-cut forestry operations. Disrupted soils often promote accelerated mushroom growth the year AFTER the disruption. The same can be said of burn areas the year AFTER the
fire. Throughout the country and world, commercial mushroom
picking operations flock to these areas and harvest unbelievable
quantities of morels for the first few years. This is BIG business!
Morels have a market value exceeding forty dollars per pound
and up in the fresh-picked state.
17
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TIP: My strategy for investigating older clear cut, selectively cut, and burn areas is to search the perimeters and
areas within fifty yards outside the perimeter. I particularly
focus on the south and southeast perimeters reasoning and
assuming that the prevailing northwest winds will carry
morel spores into the surrounding forest areas to eventually germinate and produce morels.

Morel spores are extremely hardy and can lay dormant for
years waiting for “just the right” conditions to germinate. A key
fact that many prospective new mushroom hunters don’t realize
is that it normally requires about five years for the mushroom
spores to germinate and produce! It is a good idea to record in
a log book the exact location of “Mother Lodes” you encounter
so you can return in subsequent years to reap the bounty of these
released spores. GPS coordinates are great!
Lesson LEARNED: Remember, only those spores that
come to rest in “just the right” areas will ever produce.
Each mushroom, given the opportunity, will release millions of spores into the air for random natural dispersal.
NEVER pick every morel! Normally, some morels will be
crumbly and past their prime condition for eating. LEAVE
THESE MORELS FOR SEED!

Strategy Three
Whether you are stream trout fishing or simply mushrooming,
focus your attention on the banks of the stream. Many trout
streams that meander through our woodlands deposit nutrientrich soils in the form of narrow, high ground banks as they
continue through aspen and tag alder lowlands before entering
a main river or lake. These are prime morel and trout habitats.
Add an old broken down beaver dam and you have an area of
dead and dying elm and ash trees in the previously flooded area
that often host bumper morel crops.
Once you find morels, usually whites, tans and some hardy
grays during the latter part of the season, radiate outward
into the surrounding woodlands for others. I always carry my
18
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meshed mushroom bag on early trout fishing excursions. Morels
trump trout when they are present. At best, morel season extends
into early June. I have the rest of the summer and early fall to
catch trout!
Tip: Fresh-caught stream trout and morels complement
each other nicely in the frying pan and are great tasting
together! Partially pan fry the trout on both sides first and
then add your morels during the final stages of the cooking process with the pan covered. The morels add almost
heavenly flavor to the already excellent stream trout fried
whole with skin on in butter. Take care NOT to overcook
either trout or morels! Salt and pepper to your preference
and ENJOY!

Strategy Four
Lesson LEARNED: Treasure your mushroom hunting locations! Sharing general knowledge in the world of mushrooming is good. Sharing specifics concerning locations is not!
Not even my own family knows exactly where I’m at while
mushrooming and my field log books are kept under lock
and key!

At best, you may get five years or so in any specific spot. Be
a responsible mushroom hunter! Pinch or cut off morels at the
base of the stem. NEVER pull them from the ground or disrupt
the underlying soils if you want subsequent year harvests.
TIP: Tread lightly in the area and keep your eyes open.
Scan the area while standing as well as kneeling from all
angles. Spotting the elusive morel is an acquired skill that
requires constant honing.

Black morels often are most difficult to spot in the forest
litter. Grays, tans and particularly whites, which are often the
last to appear, can stand over a foot tall and are easy to spot
from a considerable distance. Good Mushroom Hunting and
Gathering!
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To comply with part of the intent of this book, which is to
present unusual but true encounters of a Michigan outdoorsman, I will relate a few memorable and unusual mushrooming
encounters I have experienced. This first account involves what
every confirmed mushroom hunter dreams of; a true morel
mushroom BONANZA! My special encounter occurred during the 2000 spring mushrooming season. This account was
published in the April 2012 edition of Woods-N-Water News,
Michigan’s premier outdoor publication.

Morel Bonanza!
By all accounts, 2000 was a memorable year for me as a huntergatherer! Just a few weeks prior to this extraordinary mushrooming experience, I had successfully taken a record-book
Tom turkey with my bow and arrow. I would also harvest an
exceptionally large nine-point whitetail buck as well during the
firearms season in mid-November! Portions of two bucks I had
taken with my bow during the late season of 1999 were still in
the freezer.
2000 proved to be a banner year for fishing as well. Our
freezer was full of late-winter ice fishing perch, smelt, and other
pan fish and the early spring sucker runs added smoked fish to
our larder. Our family garden produced exceptionally well too.
Needless to say, our costly trips to the grocery store for meat and
vegetable products for our large family of ten were drastically
reduced!
My mid-May morning and early afternoon gathering was
good with well over five pounds of large and tasty white morels
in two mesh collection bags. April and early May of 2000 were
damp and unseasonably warm. These conditions created ideal
mushroom growth conditions and I spend as much time as possible in the woods during the always too-short mushroom season.
At about 3 p.m. I worked my way along a poplar ridge that
bordered a creek winding its way through the boggy yellow
marsh grass lowlands. A smallish, less than three-acre, blackberry bush infested wooded knoll bordered the opposite side of
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the creek near where it merged with a larger branch of Livingston
County’s Cranberry Creek. I knew from past experience that this
isolated and hard to reach area was a big buck sanctuary.
The mixed hardwood and softwood woodlot had numerous
dead and dying black cherry and remnant elm trees, especially
on the marsh grass fringes. From a distance, I could smell the
sweet, musty aroma of morels! I just had to follow my nose and
investigate further. Getting to this isolated sanctuary would be
no easy task.
I started through the boggy marsh by following a well-used
deer trail that would eventually traverse the creek. I made good
use of my trusty walking stick to steady myself in this soft-soil
environment. I reasoned that the deer, who knew the area more
intimately than I, would select the best place to cross the creek.
Reaching the creek I found it to be much deeper and softbottomed than I cared to challenge.
Fortunately, there was a fallen tree across the creek only
yards from where the deer run crossed. With my trusty walking stick, I negotiated the crossing and entered the woodlot. I
immediately noticed a large three-armed wild cherry tree that
would be a dandy tree stand location for deer hunting. I am
continuously scouting for deer whenever I am in the woods. It
was from this stand that I would take a large nine-point buck
later in the fall. While examining this potential stand location
and its proximity to abundant old and fresh deer sign, I spotted
my first morels!
Morels were in clusters virtually everywhere I looked! I
began cutting and bagging large white morels by the dozens. In
no time at all, I had my first large mesh bag filled to capacity
with at least ten pounds of morels. At this point, I had barely put
a dent in the morel population at this unbelievable site! I stashed
the bag of morels near my prospective deer stand location and
retrieved another large mesh bag from my daypack. Fortunately,
I am a true optimist mushroom hunter and always pack four
large mesh bags. In the past, I rarely got to the second bag. This
time however, all four bags would not be enough for this morel
MEGA-BONANZA!
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I continued collecting my forest treasures until it was too
dark to continue. It took two trips, two bags at a time to transport my morels the one-half mile to my truck. At just over forty
pounds, my morels had a market value of about $1600! Bright
and early the next morning, I returned to my secret morel hideaway and harvested an additional forty pounds of tasty morel
mushrooms. All of this extraordinary harvest was dried and
stored in sealed glass containers for our family use, or given
away to close friends who tried to pry the location of my “secret
spot” from my lips with no success.
For the next two weeks I had to park far from my spot to
avoid detection. I then rode my mountain bike to my spot and
stashed it in the brush to avoid unwanted “company”. I intentionally “tithed” about ten percent of un-harvested morels to
the “mushroom God” and to leave ample seed for subsequent
seasons.
Although never as numerous as during the 2000 season, I
harvested many morels from this secret spot for the next five
seasons. This site was forever lost when this beautiful wooded
knoll was cleared to make room for a secluded and expensive
woodland vacation home. The tides of “progress” continue, but
I still have my cherished memories of this special location!

A Very Special Mushroom Host-Tree!
Another strange and unusual morel story involves an inconspicuous dying apple tree remnant located on remote and secluded
public land in Livingston County, Michigan. This specific location produced for me from 1997 to 2002. I never saw another
human track in this area! The strangest thing about this special
tree was the fact that it was one of five virtually identical old
decaying apple trees on the same south facing ridge, at the same
elevation on the ridge, and this tree was experiencing the same
state of decay as the other four trees.
During the five years that it hosted morels, none of the other
trees hosted a single morel! I wracked my brain trying to make
sense of this phenomenon. I probed the soil for ground tem22
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perature differences. They were identical. After considerable
investigation of all possible variables, the only difference was
that this one tree was very special indeed!
Lesson LEARNED: The mystical morel grows where it
wants to, and not necessarily where it should! The seasoned mushroom hunter must always keep an open mind
concerning search locations. Learning is a life-long process in the mushroom woods.

I first encountered morels around and within this “special”
tree’s ancient drip-line during the spring of 1997. I found thirtyseven giant white morels and harvested thirty-five. In previous
years, I had passed by this tree frequently during spring deer
scouting, turkey hunting, and mushrooming excursions. No
morels were ever present. During the 1998 season, I found sixtyeight morels and harvested sixty-five. In 1999, I found 123 and
harvested 120 morels! In 2000, the tree hosted forty-nine morels
and I harvested only thirty-five. Nineteen morels of twenty-five
present were harvested during the 2001 season. Finally in 2002,
I found only thirteen morels and left two for “seed”. This was
the last crop of morels this very special tree ever hosted.
During its end of life career this “Secretariat” of mushroom trees hosted a staggering total of 315 morels! I learned
a lot from this tree and other special locations during my early
mushrooming career. There remains a lot to be learned about the
elusive, almost magical morel! My quest for this knowledge and
bounty of Nature continues.

Leeks!
Before we leave this chapter on spring gathering favorites, there
is another favorite of mine that adds almost heavenly flavor to
virtually all fish, meats, mushrooms, and vegetables that my family harvests from Nature’s bounty. Called leeks or ramps, depending on your geographic location, these wild relatives of the onion
family are particularly abundant in my northern Lower Michigan
stomping grounds. Leeks are often found in moderately shaded
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forests along with morels. While searching for morels, I always
seek out patches of leeks. Many of my otherwise unproductive
mushroom hunts have been justified with a backpack full of tied
bunches of leeks.
Lesson LEARNED: As an added benefit during my mushrooming excursions, I have discovered that the pungent
onion-garlic aroma of leeks seems to repel bothersome
mosquitoes and gnats! As a result of this finding, I always
harvest at least a small quantity of leeks during my trips
whenever possible.

Description: Allium tricoccum-known as the ramp, spring
onion, ramson, wild leek, wood leek, and wild garlic-is an early
spring to mid-summer vegetable. Leeks are a perennial wild
onion with a strong garlic-like odor and a pronounced mild
onion flavor. Leeks are found across North America. They are
popular in the cuisines of the rural upland South and in the
Canadian province of Quebec where harvest is strictly regulated to prevent over-harvest of this forest delicacy. The leek
has broad, smooth, light green leaves, often with deep purple or
burgundy tints on the lower stems, and a scallion-like stalk and
lower bulb similar in appearance to the common green onion.
Culinary usage: The white bulbs, as well as the lower leaf
stalks and broad green leaves are all edible and can be used in
salads and for seasoning. Leeks can also be pickled or used in
soups and other foods in place of onions and garlic. The bulbs
can be sliced or diced and sautéed in light cooking oil and added
to potatoes and vegetables to add unbelievable flavor. Adding
leeks and morels during the cooking process of meats adds
“zing” and flavor that is greatly appreciated by this outdoorsman!
NOTE: Historically wild leeks were believed by early peoples to have magical powers. Leek consumption was used
to aid in warding off winter illnesses, most notably scurvy,
by providing essential vitamins and minerals to their diets
during the winter when green foods were scarce. Food for
thought!
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Harvesting and preservation: In northern Michigan leeks
are commonly found in dense patches on the sides and tops
of wooded ridges near our abundant river and stream systems
where the sun filters through the forest canopy. As mentioned
earlier, these leek patches often contain morels as well! Toward
the end of the mushroom season the green leaves of the leek
plants start turning pale green to yellow. This makes leeks stand
out even more making them easy to spot. I routinely search for
the leek patches with the largest leaves and start harvesting the
leeks on the outer rim of the patch.
NOTE: These less densely packed individual plants usually
have the largest bulbs. The more concentrated plants have
smaller and often fused bulbs. Regardless of size, all leeks
are equally useful for table fare.

It is best to utilize a small garden trowel or even a compact
folding shovel like a military entrenching tool to dig up the often
deeply rooted clusters of leek plants. Although it is sometimes
possible to simply pull them out of the ground, many times the
leek bulb breaks off under the ground requiring excavation to
retrieve them. Once unearthed the bulbs in these clusters can
be easily separated and tied in small bunches for transporting
in a backpack or nylon mesh collection bag like those used for
morels.
TIP: As is the case with morels, never harvest all the leeks
from a single patch! Leave ample plants for “seed” to
ensure the future propagation of the leek patch.

Northern Michigan currently has an abundance of this forest
delicacy. This is not the case with northern Canadian provinces
like Quebec and some of our southern states where commercial
over-harvesting over the years has depleted the wild leek population to the point where wild leeks are an endangered native
plant species.
Once you arrive at your food preparation area, thoroughly
wash the individual leek plants with cold water. During this
process the dirt and thin outer skin on the leek bulbs is easily
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Wild leeks add heavenly
flavor to vegetables,
salads, soups, and
meats.

rubbed off. The next step involves cutting off the bulb roots at
the bottom of each leek bulb with a paring knife. The bulbs and
tender lower stalk sections of each plant are then removed and
the green leaf sections can be refrigerated and used in fresh salads or dried and crumbled for use as a seasoning for extended
periods of time. The tender bulb and lower stalk sections can
be sliced or diced and used immediately or dried and stored in
sealed glass containers for future use.
Leeks can be air-dried like morels but take much longer to
naturally dehydrate. A more efficient drying process involves
placing the sliced leek bulb and lower stalk sections on a perforated drying rack in an oven set at 100 degrees F. for four to
six hours or more. The downside of this process is that it tends
to stink up the oven and kitchen for an extended period of time!
The best method for drying leeks is to use a conventional multitrayed electric food dehydrator outside or near an open window!
It is advisable to rotate the trays from top to bottom periodically
during the 24-hour drying process. Once the drying process is
complete the dried leek sections can be stored in sealed glass
containers for cooking use for years!
The culinary uses for the wild leek are almost endless. Tried
and true leek recipes are found in numerous cook books and on
the internet. Leeks also have a growing popularity in upscale
restaurants throughout North America. This excellent example
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of Nature’s bounty is virtually free to all who seek them and is a
fitting way to end this chapter. Continue traveling with me now
along the trail toward my fall gathering favorites featured in the
next chapter.

Buy the B&N ePub version at:http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/fifty-years-of-gathering-fish
ing-and-unusual-animal-encounters-joe-lunkas/1115424000?ea
n=2940016767918

Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Gathering-Fishing-Unusual-Encounter
s-ebook/dp/B00DDXQO88/
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